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0. Introduction 
Post [25] introduced the notion of degree of unsolvability and the partial 
ordering ~ i on ~T, the set of such Tt, ring degrees, induced by Turing reducibility 
(Turing 13711, His paper with Kleene [ 1,4] contains the first serious analysis of this 
structure (~'r, ~x). They prove, for example, that all coantable partial orderings 
can be embedded in (ar, ~<~-). These embeddings show that the existential (it;st 
order~ theory of (~-r, ~r )  is decidable, Next Spector [35], in a paper arising from 
Kleene's 1953 seminar, made an important inroad on the two quantifie, (i.e., VzI~ 
theory by showing that there is a minimal (Turing) degree. Sacks [31] extended 
these results and set forth some important conjectures on embeddings a~nd initial 
segments of ~'r. In particular he points out that one can prove the undecidability 
of the theory of (£ar, ~<v) by such results. This work inspired many papers by 
others eszabli,,hing better and better initial segment results. One milesto;~e was 
kachlan [15] which showed that every countable distributive lattice can bc 
embedded as an initial segment of the Turing degrees. As the theory of distribu- 
tive lattices was known to be undecidable, this sufficed to verify Sacks' conjezture 
that so is the theory of (@r, <~a-). (In fact it would have sufficed to embed all f-~nitc 
distributive lattices as was pointed out by Thomason [36] for hyperdegrees.) 
Two directions in which such results can be sharpened immediately come to 
mind, One is, where does the undecidability first arise in terms of quantifier 
complexity. The second is just how complicated is the full theory of (~ ,  ~) .  
(qhe results of Kleene and Post [ 14] showed only that the 3-theory was decidable 
while the coding of distributive lattices only showed that the full theory ha', 
degree at least 0'.) 
Further progress required further structural results. For the first question 
Lerman [20] supplied an essential ingredient by settling the full conjecture from 
Sacks [31], He showed that every finite lattice is embeddable ~, an initial segment 
of fib-. This can be combined with Kleene and Pc, st [14] to decide the 'q::l theory of 
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~r (see Shore [33]: this was also observcd independently by Lerman~. On the 
other hand, Schmerl has shown that the V3V theory is nndecidable. 
The second problem was solved completely by Simpson [34] with a somc'~vhat 
surprising answer: the theory of (~r, ~)  is recursive~y isomorphic to the theory 
of second order arithmetic. Fie lirst attacks the problem for (~ ,  ,~.~,') (with the 
jump operator prescntl. Hc then uses additional devices to removc jump, In the 
attack on {@r, ~-~,') he uses basically two structural results on Turiug degret,s. 
One of these is an initial segment result, but one that combines initial segment 
methods with an anologue of the Friedberg Completeness Theorem (Fricdberg 
[6]) to guarantee certain properties of the degrees with respect o jump. The other 
is the result of Spector [35] (implicit in Kleenc and Post [ 1411 that every countable 
ideal ascending sequence of Taring degrees (equivalently every countable) has a 
minimal (or exact) pair over it, These are combined to code second order 
arithmetic into (@r, ~<r-')- He was also able to use his coding method to obtain 
several nice results on definability in the Turing degrees with jump and to lind 
new proofs for some results on automorphisms of the degrees, These latter rcsutts 
unfortunately still require jump, 
Our starting point for the present investigation was the realization that Simp- 
son's direct coding of arithmetic gave rise to many dit]iculties that do not occur 
when symmetric irreflexive binary relations ~s.i,b,} are coded instead. That this 
would be sufficient is implicit in the work of l,avrov [19] in Russia and of Rabin 
and Scott [28], (see also [4, 26, 27].) The rewards of simpler, more direct, proofs 
are often more general and more incisive theorems, and this is no exception. By, 
revising the coding scheme and heavily exploiting Spector's theorem on countable 
ideals, we are able to get by with only a fragment of the Lachlan [15] initial 
segment results, (We need only one particular ecursively presented istributive 
lattice.I Thus the jump operator does not occur in the proof of the main theorem, 
Two advantages accrue due to the absence of jump. Iqrst, tile results arc 
general. Our methods apply automatically ~o a wide range of reduction proced- 
ures other than Turing reductions, l-bus we show that all the usual reducibility 
ordcrings from one-one to arithmetic have theories recursively isomorphic to full 
second order logic on countable sets (this is, of course, equivalent to true second 
order arithmetic). Second, we get many delinability results for ~t'~.~ with just an 
instance of the jump le.g., 0' or 0") as a parameter, Many of these results also hold 
for other rcducibilitics as well, Perhaps the most striking dividend is the new 
result that any automorphism ¢ of (g>~, ~)  is tile identity on a cone (i.e., for some 
a, ¢(x)= x for every x>a). Most of ot~r applications also depend on another new 
observation. It is possible to compute rather precisely which sets are coded by 
specified sets of exact pairs, and also the complexity of the pairs needed to code a 
given set. These computations are, of course, facilitated by the relative s~mplicity 
e!' the coding, but the key point is that they can be made and used. 
An unexpected byproduct of these computations i the possibility of applying 
all of these methods to analysis of substructures of any of the (~,~ ~, )  (where r 
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ranges from one-one to Turing), where one does not succeed in coding full second 
order quantification. (We note that arithmetic degrees are not considered herein.) 
For instance we arc able to show that i, <g; is an ideal of 9~, closed under jump, 
then lhe lirst order theory of <'~;, ~ ,  '~ is recursively isomorphic to true arithmetic 
with second order quantilication restricted to sets with r-degree in 'g. This result 
cha,'[~cterizes the first order theories of most commonly considered subs:n~ctures 
o[ 9~, For instance, consider the r-degrees of the A], sets for a fixed ~z 1> (). I t  also 
answers another question (Q2t of Sacks [31, see Corollary 1.1.4]. Morecver, the 
applications to definability and automorphisms can be carried out for such 
suhstrnctures a  well. 
m Nerode and Shore [24] we presented in a r~ther leisurely fashion the proof 
implicit in Rabin and Scott [28] that quantification over s.i,b, relations is equival- 
ent to fu~l second order logic. We then described some eodings of s.i.'~, relations 
in distribmixe lattices thal translate quantification oxer them to quantilication 
o,,er ideais of the lattice, It yeas then immediate from Lachlan [15] mad Spector 
t35] that the first order theory of (~l ,  --<-:1 ) is equivalent to second order logic on 
countable sets. As the required structural facts also hold for many other rc- 
ducibilities lone-one, many-one, truth-table, weak truth-table and arithmetic} all 
of their theories are recursivelv isomorphic. 
In this paper we lirs! quickly summarize the coding procedures from Nerode 
and Shore [24], We then reintroduce arithmetic fin an essentially automatic way 
given the generality of the coding scheme) to do the computatior|s needed for the 
gel~eralizations and applications. This allows us to prove our main result 
(Theorem 1.13t described above characterizing the first order theories of (~, ~<~ ) 
for nice subsmleturcs rgof ,~,. This also yields some corollaries ( I. 10 and 1.11 ) to 
the ctteet that various apparently similar substructures are not even elementarily 
equivalent. 
lhroughout  Sections 2-5 wc state and prove our results only for Turing degrees 
to simplify the exposition, "lhe analogs for the other reducibility from one-one to 
weak truth-table will be considered in Section (~. There are such analogs for all 
the results except those that depend on versions of the Friedberg completeness; 
theorem which is not ~wailable for the other reducibilities. The main examples o~ 
this are the results of Section 4 on atttomorphisms, 
In Section 2 we consider questions of delinability in substructures g of ~.~ with 
an added parameter, e.g, I1", or an added predicate ,~, for the degrees of the 
arithmetic sets. The general trend of the results is that ahnost all of the common 
classes of degrees are definable from the parameter or predicate (Theorem 2.2~. 
In particular we improve a result of Simpson [34] by showing (Thcorem 2.(~t hL/I 
the ~o-jump and every relation on degrees above 0 ..... definable in second order 
arithmetic is definable iu ~ from the parameter 0", We also get definability 
results (Theorem 2.8) for degrees below 0 ~'~' which are, of course, inaccessible via 
Simpson's methods, 
Section 3 deals with the elementary theories of substructures of D"~- (i.e., 2F 
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with the jump operator). The main result here (Theorem 3.1) shows thal almost 
no cone ~r  (>b) is elementarily equivalent to 5~,. (The only possibilities howed 
here are for bt2~0ts~ and they are even more circumscribed by Theorem 5,73 We 
then derive some corollaries (3,2-3.4) showing that various cones arc not elemen- 
tarily equivalent (with jump) under different set-theoretic assumptions. Our last 
application in this section (Theorem 3.5} answers a question of Selman [32] by 
showing that adding on different iterates of the jump to a substructure ol ~ 
{including, of course, ~r) gives different elementary theories. 
We return to ~T (without the jump} in Section 4 to consider possible au- 
tomoFrhisms of the degrees. As we've mentioned the main result here is Theorem 
4.1 that every such automorphism is the identity on a cone. The proof also applies 
to isomorphisms of ~r  onto cones which seems to give some information on the 
homogeneity conjecture of Rogers [30]. ~ Some improvements in the results here 
and of other sections appear in Section 5. It contains various technical structural 
results which we use to improve the calculations used in many of the results of 
Sections 2-4. There are three main tools. The first is Lerman's recently an- 
nounced result (Lerman [21]) on embeddmgs as initial segments below 0". The 
second is a result of Jockusch and Posner [10] bounding the double jump of the 
top of a lattice initial segment, Finally we prove a slrcngthencd versiou of 
Spector's theorem on countable ideals, Perhaps the most striking application of 
these high-powered results is to lhe compu'ation of the base of the cone fixed by a 
given automorphism of "~.. It allows us to hatch the best results previously gotten 
with the jump operator (Richter [29]), following ,lockusch and Solovay [131t with 
a much weaker assumption: Corollary 5,4: If ,# is an automorphism of (~ ,  ~< } 
and ~¢(0") =0", then qr(x)= x for every x~0 ~~, 
Warning: We mercilessly abuse notation by using degrees and their representa- 
tives interchangeably as in {e} '~ It might be best to think of every degree 
mentioned in any particular discussion as having a "'canonical" representative. 
1. Theories 
1~t Nerode and Shore [24] we showed how to define distributive lattices ,~t in 
which each symmetric irreflexive binary (s.i.b.) relation on A, the atoms of ,~', is 
coded by an ideal. ,ks we need the precise coding procedures for various 
computations we will briefly review how this was done, First, for each unordered 
pair {x, y} of atoms there is a code element c(x, y) as specified by 
(Vx, yc  A)(3! c)[xvy<c & (Vz <c)  
t z=xorz=yorz=xvyorz=O)] ,  {1.1) 
The order theoretic independence of A and of C, the set of code elements, were 
Shore has now used "~his result to show that the conjecture tails, 
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guaranteed by the following conditions: 
(Vx ~ A )(=l.~)(Vy ~ A) (y  <.{  ~ y 7 ~ x). 
(Vx e C)(3,~)(Vy e CRy <.~:~ y# x), 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
We now introduce arithmetic explicitly into our coding scheme. By Lavrov [ 19] 
or Rabin and Scott [28] (whose coding is reproduced in Nerode and Shore [24]) 
every relation R can be coded by a s,i,b, relation S. We then code the s.i,b. 
relation S on A by an ideal I of ,Sf: S(x, y)=-c(x, y)e I. Using this coding we can 
say in a single first order sentence that an ideal I codes an w-like ordering on 
some (definable from I} subset of A. (An w-like ordering is a discrete linear 
ordering with first but no last element in which every element has an immediate 
successor and every one except the first has an immediate predecessor.) We can 
now require of a lattice ~ that in addition to (1,1t-(1.31 it has an clement a such 
tha~ I,, ={x lx~a)  codes such a relation %, on the definahle field F(%~). (Of 
course x ~ !,, is rewritten as x ~ a.} In the same way. we can say that there are 
elements b and e of ~" such that 1~ and 1,. code binary relations on the field of %, 
which satisfy the standard inductive definitions of + and x. We combine all of 
these conditions on ,~' into a single sentence referred to as ( 1.41. We can now take 
about models of arithmetic in the degrees. 
Definit ion I . I . l . c t  d be an r-degree. 
la} d codes a model o]" arithmetic ig the segment [0, d ]= {x lO%x%d} is a 
distributive lattice satisfying (1.1)-(1.4} ((Remember that for many one and 
especially one-one reducibilities 0 is the degree of an infinite coinfinite recursivc 
set.} 
(b) d codes a smmtard model of arithmetic if in addition %, is an w-ordering. 
(el In either case we let d. be the nth element in the ordering "<-<. for n <w and 
let f be a l(unction such that {f(n)} is an r-reduction procedure and {f(n}} a= d,,. (A 
computation giving l'(n) will I~e described in kemma 1.7.} 
Now to say that d codes a model of arithmetic is. of course, a tirst ordc~ 
sentence about d in <~,~,, ,),  That it is a standard model is, im~c\er,  a second 
order statement. At tirst glance it requires quantifying over all subsets of the 
model. Actually there is only one subset we need--{d, In <w}. By this we mean 
that if we can quantify over some ~'c  ~, which contains an exact pair for the ideal 
generated by {d,, I n<,e}  (i,e., an x and y such that (Vz)[z-<-,x & 
zv ,y '~-* :~ V. . . ,d .  for some re<w]) ,  then we can insure that -%, is a 
well-ordering by saying that every proper initial segment of the field of -<-. coded 
by a pair in g,,' has a maximum element: 
~'x, y l )Vz  ~ F{ %, ~}[- %x & z %y I v (3w, z ) [w <.z  %x,  y & --~(w %x,  y}] 
v(Zlw~x,  y)('gzeF{'--c-,,)Rz-<-,x & z~y--+z~,,w)]. (1.5) 
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We now wish to see what closure conditions on ~ will guarantee that for every 
d~ coding a model of arithmetic therc is an exact pair for {d,,} in ~. l 'hc first 
step is to compute a bound on f to get the sequence {d.}. Although producing 
some specific bound requires a rather lengthy computation it should be cleat that 
f<~.r d"') for some n which is all that is necessary for most application,;. 
Lemma 1.2. f~-,.d'SL 
Proof. To simplify the notation in this computation we use u, v, w for {u} a, {r} f. 
{w} d. In particular 0 stands for O. We begin with the standard fact that the relation 
u~<~v is recursive in d ~3~ (actually in (O~-~vdl ' if ~, is not ~rL  To say the" u is an 
atom of tO, d] is then recursive in d(4': 
u e A<=> u ~ ~ 0 & (Vv)(v %u--~ r ~,  Ov r '=,u). 
(Of course u=-~v means u~<,v and v~,u. )  That w is the code for the pairs of 
atoms {u, v} is again recursive in d(4~: 
W=C(H, V)~z:~I~, YEA & (VW'(W'~,W~-~'W'~,I~VW''~",t ' 
V W' z~ |i V t~ V W' °~t (} V W' ~,  If'J, 
(Note that there is a rccurstve function giving a specific value for u v r ~ As every 
pair of atoms has a code. the function c is also recursive in d ~a'. Thus if l, codes 
the s.'.b, relation S on A, then S(u, c) is rccursive in d" :S (u ,  v)~"~, t, e A & 
c(u, z:)%a where {a}a=a). 
To calculate [(nJ let us suppose that we are given its first value d,~ i .e {d.} n=d. .  
f(H = d~ is the least number such that 
d.<°dt  & (Vu)(u ~<,,dl -'~ u ~,d .v  u ~.d:) .  
So the only problem left is to compute the complexity of ~<,,. The tran., lation from 
the binary predicate ~,, to the s.i.b, one S coded by I,, such that for u. r ~ Ff, ~ ,  1. 
u ~.~ r Ca3x~. xa. x3[S(u, x~) & S(x .  xz) & 
S(u, x~) & S(x,. x3~ & S(x,, t'l]. 
As every element of F( ~,,~ is related to something bye , .  x e F(~z-) is delinalqc 
by (3xt. x.. x3 all distinct)[S(x, x,) & Six, xd & S(x. x0]. Thus u~,  t.' is *~ in d 
and so the defining relation for d~ given above is l ls ldL We can therefore find a 
value for f(l} recursively m d ~'. We can now continue to inductively ~ ompute f(n) 
recursively in d ~s'. 
The next question is given f and d, and so the sequence {d,,}. ho~ hard is it to 
build an exact pair for the ideal it generates? Spector's theorem m countable 
ideals in @V (Spector [351t says that such a pair exists T-bcto~ l fvd! '~ l  d '''~ (and 
so r-below a~7'). Essentially the same proof (as explained in Nerode and Shore 
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[2411) gives the same (or better~ result for all the ~,. We thus have the following 
result. 
Lemma 1.3. I[ ~ ~ f:~, is closed under the jump operator and satislies t 1,5), then 
('felt d c :6' w/rich codes a m(~del o( arithmetic in ~(, actuaily codes a standard one. 
Our goal now is to see which sets can be coded in a standard tnodel of 
arithmetic by pairs in W. first the delinition: 
Definition 1.4. Suppose d codes a standard model of arithmetic. We say that the 
pair x, y codes the se~ W~_ co for d if Vn(n E WCz>d,, -~x & d,: ~ y). 
Now the compmation: 
Lemma 1.5. (aj If the pair x, y codes the set W for d, then W~< I fv (xvyvd) '~L  
(b) i f  f vd";;i  IV and V ~-a W, then thetv ¢m" x, y, ~a W which code V for d. 
Proof. la) By definition n ¢ WCz~d,, "~,x & d,, ~,y .  No~ using f we can compute 
a g such that {g{n~} is an r-reduction procedure and n ~ w ifl" 
{gt n ~}~" ~"~ ~ {xW ~'a, { y}~,. ~.a 
where {x} ...... d= x and {~.,}~,~,.a= y. This last relati,.m, of course, is recursive in 
I v}  . . . . .  " ' " '  
(bl Consider the sequence {e,,} where 
I 0 if n~ V. 
e,, [ d,, if n ~ V. 
Clcarly the sequence {(V',',' (~ c, )'i m < (o} is (uniformly) recursive in w and this is 
all that is needed in Spector's proof to construct he paii x, y recursively in W. 
(We give a proof of an improved version of this theorem for Turing degrees in 
Theorem 5.6 below, See Nerodc and Shore [24] for the proof for other re- 
dueibilities.} 
'l'he last bit of information wc need is a bound on where we can lind a d coding 
a standard model of arithmetic. 
1Lemma 1.6. There is an arithmetic d which codes a standard model of arithmetic. 
lth'oof, There is clearly a recursively presented istributive lattice satisfying tl ,  1t- 
( 1.3L (One is explicitly given in Nerode and Shore [24],) As the ordering on (o, + 
and x are recursive, it is possible to code them by rccursivc ideals in such a lattice 
and so to then give a recursive presentation of a distributive lattice coding a 
standard model of arithmetic, The standard embedding theorem,,; then show that 
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this lattice can be embedded as a segment [0, d] of ~,  with d a:'ithmetic, ( indeed 
one generally gets d ~.r0".) (See Llchhm [151] or Lcrman [22]. Lachlan [16] and 
[17] and Nerode and Shore [24],7 
We can now exactl) characterize the degree of Th ((~¢, ~<,)) for some substruc- 
tures ~¢ of ~,. 
Definition 1.7. ~¢_c~, is an ideal if it is non-empty and clcsed downward and 
closed under join. It is a jump ideal if it is also closed unde:" jttmp, 
Theorem 1.8. If ~¢ c ~ is a jump ideal then Th ((~d, ~) )  is r,:cmsieely isomorphic 
to Th ((~, ~*, ~<, +, x,  ~ )), the theory of standard second orcer arithmetic with sel 
quantifiers restricted to ~g* = { C ~_ ~1 ] deg(C) ~ re}. 
Proof. We define an effective transformatioa F taking formtdas ¢ of second order 
arithmetic to ones q>~ of the first order language of partial orderings, Let 
tb(x~, xi, x2, x3) bc the formula with four free variables whkh says that x~ codes a 
standard model of arithmetic in which xo, x~, and x~ code ~<, + and ×. Of course, 
we use (1.57 to say that the model is standard. By Lennna 1.3 
~I= (3a 3b  3c) tb(a, b, e, d) 
iff d actually does code a standard model of arithmetic of the required form. We 
now let ~:  be 
(::Ix,, x~, x2, x3)(t/'(xo, x~, x2, x3) & ,~'L 
Here ~' is obtained from ,; by first relativizing all first o~der quantifiers (and free 
variables) to F(~<~,,), the field of the ordering coded by x~ and replacing all second 
order quantifiers ::IW(VW) or free variables W by 3w~ w~(Vw,,, w0 or free w~. 
we. The atomic formulas involving ~<, + and × are then replaced by the coded 
versions in terms of x~,, x~ and x~ respectively. Thos:  of the form xc  W a~e 
replaced by x ~< w~ & x ~< w,. We now claim the following: 
Lemma 1.9. For any sentence ¢ of second order aridolelic (N, %*. ~ ,  +, x,  ~ )~ 
Proof. Suppose a, b, ¢ and d are witnesses for the initial existential quantifiers of 
F .  Then as we have seen d does code a standard model of arithmeti¢ and a, b and 
¢ correctly code ~,  + and x respectively. Moreove~ such degrees do exist in 
by Lemma 1.6. Thus the only point of concern is the range of tile second order 
quantifiers. We must show that the sets W coded for d by pairs x, y in ~ arc 
exactly those in ~*. This is just Lemma 1,5: By part (at if x, yE~ code W for d, 
then W ~<'r f v (x v y v d~ ¢3~. As ~ is closed under jump and join (x v y v d~ ~3~ ~. As 
f<~rd ~5~, f<~d t~" and so f~T~ as does ~v(xvyvd) t3~)  ' but then W~,  
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([ v (x v y v d)~:~) ' and so W ¢ ~*. On the other hand if W ~ ~ *, i.e., deg (W) = w ~ q¢, 
then (wv[vd ' ) '~¢;  '. But by Lemma 1.5(b) there are x, y recursive in wv[vd"  
and so r-reducible to (wv[vd 'Y  which code W for d. As W is closed downward x
and y are then in W. 
This theorem characterizes (up to recursive isomorphism) the first order 
theories of most of the usual substructures of 50,. Thus for example the theories of 
<~, on the degrees of the arithmetic, J~, or coi~structible sets are rccursively 
isomorphic to second order arithmetic with quantifications only over these sets. 
This allows us to distinguish between some of these theories. We give a sample 
application. 
Corol las'  1.10. Let @~. @~ he the r-degrees o]" the orithmetic and hyperarithmetic 
sets under ~, respectively. No two of ~ .  ~ and ~ are elementarily equit~alet~t. 
Proof. We say that a set A of integers is explicitly dcfinable in some jump ideal 
if there is a formula O(a, b, c, d, x) such that 
n~ AC:~Va, b, e. d[tb(a.b,c,d)---~O(a,b,c,d,d,,)]. 
It is easy to see that the only sets explicitly definable in ~ are recursive in 0' ........ 
On the other hand. in ~) or 5~ one can define the complete v[ set E~ by 
translating the standard efinitions of E~ in terms of I1~ over HYP (or just _x, 
over [~'~ into the language of degree theory. Similarly any set explicitly definable in 
~ is in fac~, recursive in E~ "~ while E, the completc v~ . ~= set is explicitly definable 
in ~,, Of course if A is explicitly definable in W~ but not in W2, then they differ on 
some sente~lce which is an instance of the definition. (For a fixed i~ and model 
given by ~, b, c and d we can write out the sentence guaranteeing that x=d,,.) 
Note :  That ~"~. .  ' r  was first proved bv~ Jockusch [8] usino= cones of minimal 
covers and Jockusch and Soare [12]. 
With additional set theoretic assumptions (as suggested to us by G. Sacks) we 
can in fact see that all the 507 (i.e.. r-degrees of A~, sets) have distinct ti~eories. 
Coro l la ry  1,11. I[ V= l. (or AD holds) amt 1 ~ n < m. then ~v,, ~ca~,,!," 
Pvoo|. As above any set explicitly definable over @',! is recursive in Ell,"' (E, is the 
complete x,~, set). On the other hand. the complete x'],, set is definable over ~7,, by 
translating the standard definit'~on over N since J~,, is a basis for _x'], if V= L 
(Addison [1]). If AD holds, then J~k is a basis for _x'~k (k ~ .) (Moschovakis [23]) 
so the only new case is when n = 2k and m = 2k + l. Here -x'~k is definable over 
~v? and ~'~:?' but only ~-v,~l satisfies tile sentences saying that there is a set satisfying 
this definitio1~. 
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Remark. Let ~; be a jump ideal, As one can, ill g,  cnde arithmetic with any 
additional predicate explicitly definable in ~'/' by replacing its occurrences by its 
definition we see that TIt (~3~)~'~rO ~ ....... ~ and "l'h (@~)~% E~'"L Simihu'ly if V= l,,, 
Th (~.',}) ~: E',; ~'. 
As another application we show that the degrees of sets arithmetic or 
hyperarithmetic in a look like the degrees of the arithmetic or hyperarithmetic 
sets only in trivial cases. 
Corollary 1.12. ~ ' (A)  (~ (A)), the r- degrees c f  sets arith tactic ( tl yperarith tactic) in 
a given set A,  is elementari!y equivalent o ~'. (~  if and oMy if A is arithmetic 
( h ypera rith m eric ). 
Proof. The if direction is trivial. On the t~ther hand, if A is not arithmetic 
(hyperarithmetic), then f?',~t A)tS~,,~(At) satisfies the sentence which says that there 
is a pair which codes a non-arithmetic (no~t-hyperarithmetic) set m a standard 
model of arithmetic. Note that we use the usual It~ implicit definitions of the 0 ~''~ 
and the other hyperarithmetic sets to guarantee the absoluteness of our transla- 
tions. Of course, this sentence is not satisfied in ~(@~}. 
As far as characterizing the elementary theories of such substructures of the 
degrees is concerned, the main cases of inlerest left open by our analysis are the 
r.e. degrees and the degrees below 0", Lachlan [17] and [16] has shown that the 
theories of the r.e. many-me and me-me degrees are undeeidable by embedding 
countable distributive lattices as segments, Applying his embedding theorems to 
our coding of arithmetic shows that with a parameter these theories are recur- 
sively isomorphic to true first order arithmetic. By restllts of Lerumn [21] 
(Theorem 5.1 below) the same is true of the l"uring degrees below 0". (This resuh 
was also obtained by Epstein [2] using methods like those in Simpson [34],t The 
natural conjecture in each of these cases is that the parameter can be e/iminated:. 
The r.e. Turing degrees, however, remain an enigma. 
2. Definability 
We now want to consider questions of definability in ~ubstructures ~.,' of ~ 
which are closed downward and unde~ jump and join. to t  course these include 
the whole structure @r-) The major previous results along these lines are in 
Simpson [34] where he shows thai tilt.- ~o-jump is defin;~.ble in 7;'r :~  ~,L~'i, '~  ') as is 
every relation on degrees >0 ''''> which is definable in second order arithmetic. We 
will improve on this by rephteing the lump operator by a single paraineter such as 
0" or by a predicate ~:uch as "arithmetic" which we will show to be definable from 
: Shore has {la facl no~t verified this conjecture for ~c't~0'i. 
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this par,~meicr, We will also providc other detinability results for (~:~1, ,~,0") 
which do not appear to be accessible by Simpson's methods even using the jump 
operator. Moreover some of these results o~- analogs will apply to other reducibil- 
ity ordcrings as well. Thcsc will be given in Section 6. We begin with the Turing 
degree version of the more general results by first giving a more precise version of 
kemma 1.6. 
Lemma 2.1. There is a Tt,ring degree d which codes a standard model ~ff arithmetic 
with d"=~0 " oral with an f (as in Definition 1.7) which is re(ursit~e in 0". 
Proof. As the required lattice is recursivc the standard constracdons actually give 
this resul! [ 13, Theorem 1], 
Theorem 2.2. S~q~pose a ,4~ ~_~)~ and is closed downward and closed wuler jump. 
I[ :B is contained in the jump ideal ~(,, 6a'n ;~ is deJi~mble in (~¢., -~,  0"} i~t"~ i.s 
defbmt, lc i ,  ,%~, =- (~q, ~*, -<-', +, x, ~), 
Proo|. First note that J~ being delinable in ,~.. is just tile same as ~*  being 
definabie there. Of course, if ;~ is definable in (~. ~<~. 0"> it is clearly definable in 
N. .  Supl:,ose then that for some formula of second order arithmetic. ,4(WI. with 
one free set variable N,- ~,#(Y) iff Y~ ~*.  We claim that y ~ N iff (qg. ~<-r, 0">l = 
¢~()'~ where 
¢~;(t!--e:(gx,~, xl  x,, x,<10"l[O--,(Vw~, w=<~l yv0")~' ]  
with d, and ¢' as m the proof of Theorem 1.8 and w~, w, as the free variables 
replacing W in se': 
If ym ~ x~c let a, b, ¢ and d be any degrees <.v0" satisfying ~l~. Consider now 
,my w~. w,~<ryv0 ". By Lemma~ t.5(al and 1.2 they code a set 
W-~-TO'" v (y vO "v ' '  *-': y ' "  
A,'; ,,'~ is clo~cd do\vll\\ard aftd ulldcr jurtlp ~V.,2 d] ~: so that ~,,,, b ¢1WI. By 1he 
faithfulness of the translation of ,¢ to ¢' established in Theorem 1.8 we see that 
('¢;, ~)~ ,~"{~h, w,t and so (~Z, ~.r, O~}k - ¢ ' ; (yt .  
For the other d:rcction suppose that (%', <-r,0")i=ee;{y). Let a, b, c and d be 
degrees satisf3ing ~[, as are guaranteed by Lcmma 2,1. By Lcmma t.5(bt a set 
Yc~y is coded in d by a pair w~. we recursive in yv0" ,  \Ve must then have that 
(T, ~v-  )~¢'(wl,  w,t and so again by the faithfulness of the translation ~\~b ¢(Y). 
Thus Yc J l *  as rcquired. 
This theorem shows that most of tile usual classes of T-degrees uch as lhose of 
the .1~, sets for n ~ 0 arc definable in ~-r from the single parameter 0". In Section 
5 wc will prove some similar results for other reducibility orderings while in 
Section 6 we will see that 0" can be replaced by 0" using some new results of M. 
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Lernmn. In the other direction it is also clear that any arithmetic x~0"  (or 0"t 
could have been used instead as a parameter, We can even replace the parameter 
with a predicate for arithmetic (which by the theorem i,~ definable from 0"), More 
generally we can prove the following: 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose ~ ~ go ~_ ~, art, jmnp ideals in @T. Then go is definable in ~ 
from (a predicate for) ,~1 (l~ gO* is detinable from (a predicate for) ~1" in ~.  
Proof. Again the only if part is immediate. Say Y ~ ~*  iff ~.-~ ff(.~/. Y) when .ff is 
interpreted a predicate for ~/*. We claim that y ~ ~3 iff (~. ~ . .~/ )  ~ ,¢" (y) where 
[@---~(Vz. e .~t)(Wv~. w. <T Y v :D¢"] 
with tfJ and ,¢' as before and M interpreted as .~t (in the sense that the atomic 
formulas UE .~ are replaced by u~. u,E.¢¢ where a~. u: replace [!). 
Suppose first that yE 0.8. Let z~ ~, .,~/and let a. b, ¢. d< z. satisfy ~l,. Then suppose 
that z2EM and w:. w2<yvz2 .  By Lemmas 1.5(a) and 1.2 the set W coded for d 
by w~. w2 is recursive in dSv(zvyvd)  ~ and so WE ~..* by the closure assump- 
tions. Thus ~ <, I= q:~,~l, W) and so by the faithfulness of the translation ('(, ~ r, .-d} 
~'. (Note that replacing W~ 6d by w~, wz ~,~ preserves the faithftdness since any 
set coded for d by w~, w, in ~ is also in mr by closure and any set W in ,~/* is 
coded by a pair wt, w,~ in ,~ by Lcmma 1.5(b).) 
For the other direction suppose that (~,~r , ,~)~¢"(Y) .  We can now set 
z~ =0"= z2 and so reduce to the situation covered in the last proof to deduce lhat 
~,~< ~c(Y)  for some Y~y. 
The situation represented in the last theorem is a common one. lhat  is, i~ 
general, our resalts on definability from a parameter such as 0" can be similarly 
modified to replace the parameter by a predicate ,~ for arithmetic or some other 
suitable jump i(:.eal. Thus for example arguments much like those in the proofs of 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 can be used to define common relations giving the 
relativizcd versions of these results. We can define a is A)~ in b from 0" by saying 
that for every standard model of arithmetic oded by a d<O"  and every set W 
coded for the model by a pair below av0"  there is a pair below bye  for some 
arithmetic ¢ x~hich codes a set V in this model such that W is 3~, in V. As in 
Theorem 2.3 the parameter here can be entirely replaced by the predicate for 
arithmetic (ol '~,,. m ~< n): 
Corollary 2.4. The relations a is A~, in b (n ~0) are dcfint~bt.e m (:2I. "-a-~ 5from (~ 
predicate ~ ~or arithmetic and so also i)~ C~lr, <, 0~'). 
Rather than framing a more general form of this result (by specifying precisely 
tile closure conditions required in the relation) we will give another example, the 
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co-jump, which can then be used to show that all n-ary relations on degrees <~0"" 
which are definable in second order arithmetic are definable in (~a,, ~1,  M) and so 
in (~,  '~r, 0"). (Note, M will from ~ow on be a predicate for the arithmetic sets.) 
Theorem 2.5. The relation a=b ~''~ is definable in (~'r,-<-r,M) and so in 
C%-, ~T, 0"% 
Proof. We first define a predicate W(b,  x) whose intended interpretation is that 
b'"" = x"": In any standard model of arithmetic oded by an arithmetic d consider 
all sets coded by pairs below bvu  for any arithmetic u. They have a maximal 
to-jump, as do the sets coded by pairs below xv  v for any arithmetic v. W(b. x) 
holds jttst in case these maximal to-jumps are equal. To see that the sets coded by 
pairs below bvu  (any u~M) have a maximal to-jump just note first that by 
Lemma'~ 1.5(a) and 1.2 they are all recursive in (bv l~vd)3vd ~5~ and so their 
co-jumps are all rec, lrsive in b ' ' '  as d. u~..~. On the other hand one such pair 
codes a set of degree b by Lemma 1.5(b) and so b "°' is actually attained as one 
such to-jump. This argument also shows that the degree picked out in this way in 
the model given by d is in fact b""'. Thus W(b,x)Cz>b"~'=x "°'. It shou!d also be 
clear b 3 now that the informal description of W can be formalized in the language 
of second order arithmetic and so in the first order theory of ~T- 
Finally we define a=b ~ .... by saying that a is the least upper bound of 
{x t W(b,  x)}. (Clearly this is a formula of (~-r, ~<a, ~).) Of course, b "'~ is triviall~ 
an upper bound for {xl W(x,b)} but ~y Selman [32] there are a. e with a"= 
b ' " "=e ..... and ave=b" ' .  Thus b ..... is in fact the least upper bound of this set. 
Now for the theorem on degrees above 0 "~'. 
Theorem 2.6. A relation R(al  . . . . .  a,,) among T-degrees abot, e 0""' is definable i~z 
second onler arithmetic ifl, it is de]b,able in (~r ,  ~-x, ,~) (or (~'5~T, ~T- 0").) 
Proof. As usual we only need to prove the only if part. Suppose then that 
¢(a~ . . . . .  a,,) defines a relation on {x i x-~0 `''~} in second order arithmetic. We 
first define in (~x. ~x .M)  the relation S(b~,b2 . . . . .  b,) as holding iff in some 
standard model of arithmetic oded by a degree in .~ the formula ,¢ is satisfied by 
the sequence of degrees ¢, which are the maxima of the to-jumps of all sets c(,dcd 
in this model by pairs below b, \ ;e  for any arithmetic e. We then detinc 
R(a~ . . . . .  u,,) bv 3b l  " " t),,S(bl, b.)  & a t -  b~ ') & " " . & a - h ( . . . . .  - -  n - -  ~ n  • 
Note that this proof actually shows that if R(at  . . . . .  a.,) is definable in second 
order arithmetic by a relation S on the co-jumps of the o~, then it is 3efina31e in 
(9,1, ~r ,  ,~/) and in (:~-r. ~r .  0"), 
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Corollmy 2.7. The .following relations are de, limlble in (.9>1, ~Zr,,~4) and also 
definabJe in (~T ~r,0" ) :  
(1) a is.4~, in b for n> l. 
(2) a=-~ b i.e., a is the hype~jump ~f b, 
(3) a=b ", 
We would now like to give a dcflnabili,.y rcsuh which reaches within the 
arithmetic sets and for which we seem to need the parameter. 
Theorem 2.8. Let g' be any jump ideal in ~v and let b~ be abore 0'". b is 
definable in N~. (/] is definable in (%'. ~<r,0"). 
Proof, Consider the class of degrees R ={x~_~7!x->-0 " & for every standard 
mode~ of arithmetic oded below 0" and every set S coded by a pair below x, S is 
recurdve in /3} where B ~ b. If b, and so B, is definable in N ..... then as usual R is 
definable in ~g from 0". We claim that b is the least upper bound of R. (Of course 
this will establish the theorem,t We first look al 
O={xe~ !x>O " & x'"~_~b}, 
As b~O ~5' there are xt. xec:O such that x~vx.=b (indeed even with 
x~i ~' :: x~ '= b) by Selman [32]. Thus b is the least upper bound of O. Moreover if 
x e O, then any set S coded by a pair below x in a standard model of arithmetic 
coded by an element d~<0 " is by l_cmmas 1.5(a! and 1.2 recursive in d'S'vx'~'~ 
O':"/x~>~b. Thus QcR.  On the other hand. Rc_T={xeg lx<~b} since if 
x > 0" there is a standard model of arithmetic oded Iw a d <0"  and a pair below 
x waich codes a set of degree x by l_emmas 1.5(b) and 2.1. Of course, b is the least 
upper bound of T :> R as well as Q_  R and so of R. 
I; is possible to improve on this last resuh fin the sense of reducing 0"3  for 
Tintag degrees as we shall see in Section 5, One can also use this method to 
iron,rove q heorem 2.6 by replacing 0~'''' by e.g, 0 '~'. However, along with the other 
rest, Its I~eginning with Theorem 2.5 it seems to depend on a variation, or analog. 
of the Friedberg completeness theorem which is not available for the other 
reducibilities. We thus do not see how to prove results like these for the 
rc,lucibilities other than Turing. 
3. Theories with jump operators 
In this section we will briefly eor,~:Jer tile theories of degree structures with 
j tmp operators. We wish to show just how different various structures that look 
a ike really are. This line of investigation begins with Roger's strong homogeneity 
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conjecture [3(/] that for any degree b the cone of T-degrees above b, 5at(z-'b), with 
the jump operator is isomorphic to ~.  This was shown to be false in Femer [5] by 
constructing a linear ordering which is embeddablc in [0 ~('~, 0 ~s'] (or indeed in any 
[b, b ~'~] with b >'0"% hut not in [0, 0~1, By such methods most cones calq be seen 
to bc dil/~crcnt f.-om f~l with jump (which we will denote by 5,~). Simpson [34] 
much improved this resut  by showing that, for many degrees b, '~'r,>b) is not 
even elementarily cquiva cnt to @~. Indeed he showed that if b is definable in 
second order arithmetic and b:~0""', then @' r~(>b) .  By the (technically quite 
di~cultt  procedure of pus ling Simpson's codings below 0" Epstein [2] was able to 
improve b>~O ' ' '  to b '>0 ~'. The methods of this paper yield stronger esults with 
less techoical diflfcutty. More interestingly, we observe that no delinability condi- 
tion is necessary. 
Theorem 3.1. [f b'" ~O '>, the~l ~'1¢~93'1(~b), 
PrOof. The sentence that distinguishes between the structures ~)'r ~:nd ~,(,e,b) is 
the following: Let c be the ieast element with respect o ~<.~. There is a standald 
model of arithmetic oded by a degree d ~ith d"=¢"  and a pair of elements 
below ¢" which code a set not recursive ill 0 ~5) in the model. (We, oi course, mean 
the translation of this sentercc into the language with "<-r and ' given in previous 
sections,) On one hand it is clear from the relativized versions of k{mmas 2.1 and 
1.5(b) that there is a dc=[b,b °-'] with d"=b" coding a standald model of 
arithmetic and a pair below b" coding a set of degree b" in this model. Thus the 
given sentence is true in ~-(~b),  On the other hand any set coded by a pair below 
0" in a standard model givea by a d with d"=O" must be recu:sive in tt ~, by 
Lcmmas 1.2 and 1.51a). 
Thus the only cones that can possibly be elementarily equivalcn) (with jump) to 
!a"~ are those with base a b such that b"-~O 's`. We will see in Section 4 (hat a 
strengthening of Lcmma 1,5(a) will improve this to b~4'~<0 '~'. So practically no 
cone can be elementarily equivalent to ~.  One question that natt:rally arises now 
is whether similar restrictions hold between arbitrary pairs of d(:grees i.e., what 
conditions on a and b arc imposed by (:~'r(~a)~'-r~,>b). Of course, if a is 
dctinabte in second order arithmetic, then the same proof reptac ng 0 ~s' by a '> in 
the distinguishing sentence gives tile analogous result. 
Corollary 3.2, ff a is dc]inable in second order arithmetic and ~2~'r(>,b) :=~2'r(>~a), 
then b# ~-41 a~5~, 
In general, however, tile answer as Simpson points out depends on set theoretic 
assumptions. If one assumes All ,  then there is a cone of degrees such that 
~'rC~a)-~@~-l>b) for every a and b ill the cone, (Note that these results show that 
the base of this cone cannot be definable in second order arithmetic.) On the 
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other hand, we have the following result: 
Corollary 3.3. I[ there is a well-ordering of the reals de~mbh" in second order 
arithmetic (e.g. if V = L}, then ~(  ~a ) ~- ~r (~b ) implies that a ~,, b. 
Proo|. For either structure there is an S which is (for any model coded below e"~ 
the least set of the largest arithmetic degree coded below c", By elementary 
equivalence these sets must be tile same in each structure. By our computations, 
then, a -~,b. 
The same proof works for any definable subset of the reals with a definable 
well-ordering. Then for example we have 
Corollary 3.4. If a, b are eonstr~ctible and C~r(>~a)~,](~b), lhen b" ~a ~, 
Of course in all of these results b" can be improved to b '~' by results in Section 
5. Moreover the jump operator can be replaced by a parameter at tile expense of 
slightly pushing up the number of jumps needed. Thus, for example, 
(~T, ~r ,  O")~ (~T(>bj, ~ ,  b") implies that b"~ ~0 '~. (We must give up d" =-'0" 
in our sentence and so lose two jumps.} Similar results hold for other reducibilitie~ 
and will be discussed in Section 6, We now turn to distinguishing among various 
jump operators in an elementary fashion. 
Selman [22] showed that a number of standard theorems for the jump operator, 
', also held for the nth jump, ~'', and the ~o-jump operator. He then asked if the 
resulting structures (~,  ~<a, '''~) were all elementarily equivalent. A result of 
~ockusch showed that for ii ,~ l 
but the general question was left open. We show that for n ,~ m the theories are 
all distinct. 
Theorem 3.5. Let c¢ be a jump ideal of ~-~r (e.g. ~x itself). I[ n ~ m, the~ 
Proof. Say n < m. The sentence distinguishing the two structures is the translation 
of the following: There is a standard model of arithmetic oded by a set d~¢ ~:~ 
and a pair of elements below c ~"~ which codes a set in this model which is not 
recursive in ~("'~3). Here c stands for the least element of the structure and ¢,k~ 
for the kth iterate of the appropriate jump operator applied to ¢. Of course, 
~(6,,+3) is given absolutely by its definition in arithmetic. 
As usual any set so coded in (~¢,~<x, "~) is recursive in 0 ~ .... 3~ while in 
(~¢, ~x, t''~) one gets one of degree 0 t~''~. 
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Of course essentially the same proof distinguishes amorg many other jump 
operators. Thus for example, consider the ones ~"' cescril,ed in Jockusch and 
Simpson [11] and Hodes [7] for ~<R{.  (So similarly fur the hyperjump.) 
Essentially the same proof gives the following result: 
Corollary 3.6. l]" ~ r 13 arc  less tlum Ntl. and at h'ast one of the associated jump 
operators is dcjblablc ill secomt order arithmetic, then (~'~.~. -~1, '"~)~ (f~a. <<. ~i~,}. 
4. Automorphisms 
Very little is known about automorphisms of the Truing degrees. ][he only 
results seem to be some recent ones on atttomorphism ~ases by Jockusch and 
Posner [9], Thus, for example, the minimal degrees form such a basis (i.e., any 
atttomorphism lixing every minimal degree must be the idep, tityL However, as far 
as is now known there may well be no atttomorphisms of ~T except the identity 
map. When the jump is added on to get the structure ~.~. the bit more that is 
known may bc seen as confirming this view. Results firs~ of Yates [38] and then 
Jockusch and Sotovay [ 13] showed that there is a cone o~ degrees on which every 
automorphism of :~. is the identity. The best calct, lation of the base of this cone is 
given by Richter [29] who showed that every degree >0 ~' must be fixed by any 
aumnmrphism of ~'r. We improve ihese results by shoxx ing that any automorph- 
ism of ~V (without the jump) is the identity on a cone. Unfortunately the base of 
the cone seems to depend on the automorphism. W~ can. however, compute 
values for it from information like the image (and inverse image} of 0". Using 
more complicated coding procedures ttlan ones we've seen so far we can actually 
show that fur any automorphism q: of @~ if ¢. (0'} = 0', then ¢(x)= x fur x>0 ~> 
giving a strict strengthening of Richter's result. 
These results also shed some light on the homogereity conjecture of Rogers 
[30]: For each T-degree b. Q'.,~b)= {x ix :zb  } is isomorphic to ~T. As we saw in 
the last section this usually" fails if the jump is included but nothing is known for 
the structures without jump. Our .esults show that any such isomorphism (of 
~v(>>-b) unto ~a-) would also have to be the identity on a cone. On balance we view 
this as evide,ace against he conjecture. 3 Similar resulzs also hold for automorph- 
isms of nice substructures of the T-degrees (e.g. jump ideals). 
Theorem 4.1. Suplmse ~'~'~r  is a jump ideal (e.g. all of @v) and q~ is an 
isomorphism o.f (~', ~r )  on;o (gg(>~b). ~'r} for some b¢<¢ (e.g. 0). 7hen ~¢ is the 
identity on a cone, i.e.. the~e is a degree cog '  such t ~at ¢. (x i=x for x~>e, 
lh'ooL Consider an)' x~>,f ~(,bt-'~)=¢~. By the relativizations of Lemmas t.5(b) 
and 2.t (applied to ~(x) r~b")  there is a standard model of arithmetic oded by 
Shore has now used this result o show that he conjecture fails (PNAS 76. 421g-4219). 
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the segment [b, d] for some d with d" = b" and a pair u, e below ¢(x) coding a set 
of degree ¢(x) in this model. As ¢ and so ~ ~ is an isomorphism [0, ¢ ~(d)] codes 
a standard model of arithmetic for which the pair ¢ ~(u),¢ ~(V)~rX codes a ,,;et 
of degree q~(x). By Lemmas 1.5~a) and 1.7 then ¢(xJ'~.rx ~. Now if x~c', 5', then by 
the Friedberg completeness ttworem there is a y~¢~ s,lch that x = y~s, ~ ¢~s~\, y
Applying ,~ we get 
Thus if x~,~(c?')ve~ =c,,  then ¢(x)~x.  Replacing ¢ by ¢ ~ in this argumen! 
and b by 0 we see that if 
x ~ ,~- ~(¢(0(-~) ~') v ,p(O ~-'~) = ¢3, 
then ¢ ~(x i~x  so that x~<¢(x). Thus if x~c=c2ve~ we have x~¢(xt~x so 
x -- ,p (x). 
Computing the base of tile cone on which an automorphism ¢ of ~1, say, is the 
identity from this proof requires some information about ¢, For example if 
,g(0(-'~) =0 (2' and ¢(0 ~') =(l ~7', then ¢{x)~-: x for every x ;;,0 ~', As we mt~ntioncd, 
considerably better computations based on anoiller ploof requiring a more 
complicated coding procedure will be given in Section 5. 
5. Some calculations and improvements  
Somewhat finer results than tile ones we've gotten so far are obtainable 
(especially for the theorems of Sections 3 and 4) by using sharper versions of the 
basic lemmas (1.2, 1.5 and 2.t~. Unfortunately, this usually means using much 
harder theorems to get only slightly sharper results. The situation with au- 
tomorphisms in particular though is quite satisfy;,ng since one can achieve the best 
known result for ~-  by considering only the extra fixed parameter 0" added to '2,~. 
Our strengthening of Lemma 1.5(b) (Speetor's theorem) will also shed some light 
on the inherent complexity of the degrees below b', for any b, that will partially 
close the gap between the known embedding theorems and the obvious bounds on 
what can be embeddet~ as an initial segment below b'. 
Considering first the embedding theorems we note that Lerma,~l [21] has 
announced an improvement o~,, Lcmma 2.1: 
Theorem 5.1 (M. Lerman). Every O"-presentable upper semilattk'e L is isomorphic 
to an initial segment of the T-degrees below 0". If L is O'-presentable, then it can be 
embedded as an initial segment with top element d such that d'=O'. 
Now we can use this to replace 0" by 0" in the definability results of Section 2 
since we can now get standard models of arithmetic oded by d<0" .  Wc can also 
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improve Theorem 2.8 in this way. If we substitute 0" for 0" we can weaken the 
hypothesis that the degree b being defined is above 0 *~ to its being above 0 ~s~, The 
definition is the same as before except that we u,,,c 0" in place of 0". The only new 
twist in the proof comes in the verification that O ~ R. Any set S coded by a pair 
belm~ xc () is again recursivc in d~S'vx ~'', Bu', now by resuhs of Jockusch and 
Posner [10] d must bc ill GLe, i.c,, d" = (dr0"  ", so d t> =0 's, and dtS'vx~3+~b if 
b >O '<. 
M, Lcrman (private communication) has also shown that some relafivized 
versions of Theorem 5, l hold which are useful for calculating fixed cones of 
automorphisms of @w 
Theorem 5.2. (M. Lcrmani. Erery a'-presentable attice is isomorphic to an initial 
segme~t eft the degrees below a" and also to o~e of the degrees aboce a and below 
II e" 
Note that whcne~er we speak of the prcsentanon of some substructure of the 
degrees or some lattice which is to be embedded in the degrees we mean its 
presentation as an uppersemilattice unless o:herwise specified. 
Wc will now use these results to give a different proof of Theorem 4.1 which 
gives a better handle on the cone of fixed l'oints. 
' lheorem 5.3. S,ppose ~" ~5~ is a jump idec~l ~,e.g. ~a-I and ~: is an isomorphism of 
~',  ~r}  onto (%'(~b), ~<r), then ¢.(xt =x ,for x~i0"v~ ~(b' l )"v(¢(0")vb')" .  
Proof. Let c=0"v¢  ~(bq. For any a~c" ,  S ,={x>¢levery  initial segment of 
degrees below x which is a lattice, is a-presentable as a lattice}. We wish to show 
that a is the least tipper bound of S,. We fi=sl claim that S,~_ T ,={x~¢ t x<~a}: If 
x :>¢, then by Theorem 5.2 every x-preser.table attice is isomorphic to an initial 
segment of degrees below xlx>O'---~ x-2~ some y). By Richter [29] there is a 
lattice .~' which is x-presentable but not y-presentable as a poset for any y~-x. 
Thus if x~a the existence of an initial segment below x isomorphic to c~ shows 
that x6 S.. 
We next claim that S, ~ R, = {x > ¢ l x" ,a a}: Suppose d-~ x and [0, d] is a lattice. 
It is, of course, d'3'-prcscntable as a poset, Again by Jockusch and Posner [ 10] 
d ~ '= (dv0 ' t "  but as 0 '~-x we have that d ~3 -~; x". Thus if x"~a (i.e,, x~ R,), then 
[0, dt is a-presentable (i.c., x e S,). 
Now it is clear that a is the least upper bovmd for T,. By Selman [32], however, 
it is also the least upper bound for R,,, Taus a is the least upper bound for S,. We 
can now apply the isomorphism ¢ to see ,hat ~(at is the least upper bound for 
~:[S,], As ,~ is onto, however, we must have that ¢[S,] = {x > ~(c) [every initial 
segment (of the cone above b) of degrees below x which is a lattice is a- 
presentable}, We can now apply essentially the same argument o this set as we 
did to S, only working in the cone above b since ¢(c)>b" and the analogous 
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relativization of Theorem 5.1 is also given by Theorem 5.2, We then conclude 
that the least upper bound for q~[S.] is also a (since the condition of a- 
presentability in the description of q~[So] is not changed), Hence ¢(at = a. 
Corollary 5.4. If ¢ is an a.tomorl~hism of ~r  and q~O')=O', thin ¢(x)=x for 
every x~O ~3~. 
l~tooL Set b = 0 in the theorem. 
Remark 5.5. If one wishes to avoid using the various difficult theorems applied to 
prove Theorem 5.3 one can do so at the expense of increasing the base of the 
cone of fixed points. An esser, tiatly similar proof only using codings via distribu- 
tive lattices (of lines and diamonds) as in Yates [38] and embcddings below 0" 
(and their relativized forms) ~,,hows that ¢ is fixed above 
(O<2'v ~ ~ (b~-")) c~' v (~(0 "~') v b'2') 's'. 
Having seen what improvements can be wrung from the strengthened embed- 
ding theorems we will turn our attention to our other major tool~Spcctor 's  
theorem as embodied in Lemma 1.5(bL Lemma 1.5(b) says that if W is uniformly 
above the jump of the joins of the dcgrees d,, and V~<vW. then there is a pair x. 
y below 1V which is exact fer the ideal generated by {d,, ] n ~ V}. We improve this 
by two quantifiers. 
Theorem 5.6. Let {d,,} be a sequence of degrees and let c,,, = V',',' ,,d,. I] the 
sequence ',,, is uniformly rccursit'e in W and V is "2~ W). then there are x aml y 
recursive in W such that lx.y={Z i Z~.rX t~ Z~Ty} iS the ideal generated bv 
{a,, I" c v}. 
Proof. As V~x-'e(W) there is a relation R recursive in W such that n~z V¢:~ 
3uVvR(n.  u. e). The idea of our construction is to build sets X and Y such that if 
u is a witness to n~ V. i.e.. VcR(n.  u. e). then 
X ......... = {z I (n . . ,  z )c  X}=*  O,, =*  ~ .......... 
(A =*B means that the symmetric difference of A and B is finite. D. is. of 
course, a representative o| d,,.t On the olher band. if u is not such a witness te.g.. 
n¢ VI. then we will insure that 
X "'' '~' = * 0 = * Y~ ....... • 
These requirements wil, guarantee that if n ~ V. d. ~ X. 5q We must also impose 
additional constraints to guarantee that if {e,,} x = {e~} Y are characteristic func- 
tions, then the set they represent is recursive in some finite join of the d,, for 
n ~ ~.': In fact it will be recursive in 
V{X" '  I i ~<e.,. e,)} ~,. V I V'"!  i ,~4eo. e,)}. 
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This suffices by our restrictions of the possible values of X ('~ described above. The 
construction of X aria Y proceeds recursively in W and so we will also have X, 
Y~< W as required. 
Before beginning the construction we define the e-state of R at stage s, e(s). as 
a scqueuce cr of length e given by 
cr((n, t,))== {{; if (~t ,<,~) - -1R( , I ,  /,, t,), 
otherwise 
(of course (n. u}<e) .  We order the strings lexiographically. Clearly the e-state of 
R is then a non-decreasing function of s recursive in W. 
We now build X and Y in stages. X* and Y' are the finite amounts of the 
characteristic function of X and Y that have been determined before stage s. 
Construction. Stage s: Let X ,  = X ~, Y, = YL For each (e,. e~} = e < s in turn for 
which e{.~) !~ e(s - 1) ask if there is a finite extension Xe. 1 and Y~.. 1 of X~. and Y~. 
and a : not in the domain of X,. or *t~, such that ¢,+~,,., ~ ~g,.~i+-.(z+ which are 
compatible with the restrictions imposed by ¢+(s), i.e., if (n . l~)<e and 
e(sl(Cn. ~4)~=0. then. for all w. X)+~ ((n. n, w) )= I iff X,. ((n, ¢cw})= 1 and if 
e(s)(,,n, u) l= 1 and X,. is no~ defined at (n. ~, w). then X..,,((n. u, w))= 1 iff 
w E IZ, and sitnilarly for ~~., ~, If so let some such bc X,,. ~ and Y... ~. If not let 
X,.. ~ ~:~. and ~:.~ = Y,,. Now let X '~  and Y~'~ be the extensions of X~ given 
for 9~. ~, w)< s not yet in its domain bv X"~((n.  ~. w)) = 0 if e(s)((n, u) = t) or 
w~ D.. X*~'((n, u. w) )= I if c(sl((n, u) )= 1 and we D..  Y"+~ is defined similarly. 
'vVe must now verify that the construction succeeds. It is clearly recursive in W 
sinc~ we only ask questions which can be answered reeursively in c~,, for some m. 
Moreover,  X and Y are defined below s no later than at stage s and so X, Y~ W. 
Next suppose that n< V and in particular V t 'R (n ,  u, t'). We claim that 
X ...... >~ =*/9,, = * Y~<'""~': As file {n, ~)+ 1 state of R is non-decreasing it reaches a
final value say ~r at some stage s, By assumptiea ~r((n. u))= i. Also for any 
e >{n, ~) and s > s, we clearly have e(s}(9~, ~)) = 1, Thus any extension made at 
the first part ol a stage s > .% which determines an element w of X '~'' "" or y(o...>, 
must satisfy 2(~"'"~'(w) = I iff wED, .  and Y'< ...... ~(w',= 1 iff w~D,,. Thus no 
further false information about D.  can be put into X ~'''''>~ or Y~<""~'. On the 
other hand. at each stage ( , .  u. w)>s .  we make sure that X'~"'""'(w) = D,,(w)= 
X ....... (w) for all w for which X ~"''; or Y<"'">' is not already defined at so. Thus 
cxcept for this finite set X <" ''> = D. = Y'"'" ' .  On the other hand, if for some e. 
-~RI, n.~. el. then for any' stage s>v we must have e(s)((n, i~))=0 for every 
e>(~L u} and so no elements are ever again put into X ...... ~ or Y<""', Thus for 
such ~ 
In particular, if n~ ~,,q then this holds for every tc 
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Finally suppose ~,,x = ~¢,,,v with e =(co, e3). Let s~ be the stage al which the 
e-state of R first takes on its final value or. At substage e of stage s, we ask if 
there is any y and any extension of ,k,,, Y., svch that ¢x;  'tz~ # q~,)i ~-~ satisfying the 
condition imposed by er, If so we took one and so ~;~,(z)~ v ¢,,,(z) for our 
contradiction. If not, then we claim that q~;X is recursive in V<,,,,~, , X ~ ...... , As  
X<'"">--*~ or X"""°~ =* D,, in which case ~l 6 V, this set is recursive in {D,, !n <e 
& n 6 V} as required. We compute ~X(z) from V<,u,~<,,X <"'''> as usual by ~ast 
finding any extension X' of X~. for which ~X'(z) is convergent and which is 
compatible with X °'"~ for all (n, u)<e.  As these are precisely the types of 
conditions allowed in our search at this substage of the construction any such that 
we find must give the correct answer. (Otherwise the actual computation of ¢~i(z) 
would give an extension of Y,, of the type looked for and so would supply us with 
a pair X~.. ~, Y,,~ i giving different outputs contrary to our assumption.~ I'hus Ix.v 
is exactly the ideal generated by {d,, i n ~ V}. 
This theorem can be used in several of our proofs to give sharper intermediate 
results by showing that one can code sets of degree x" by pairs below any x above 
0" (or 0" using Theorem 5.1~. As far as final results go, however, its main impact 
is on the result; of Section 3. As ~c ca,a now code a set of degree b ~a' by a pair 
below b '2' in the proof of "~fheorem 3.1 we can immediately get tile following 
improvement. 
Theorem 5.7. If ~r~,-~'~(~b), then b'~'~O"Sk 
Similarly b" can be replaced by b TM in Corollary 3.2. We can aJso improve the 
results on elementary equivalence with a parameter. Indeed if we use Theorems 
5.1 and 5.2 as well we get the following xersion of Theorem 3,1: 
Theorem 5.8. lfi (~3"h, ~,O')=--(@,l(~b), ~1 ,b') ,  tlwn b~~O ~'. 
Proof. As before, only now as d<O" the result of Jockusch and Posner mentioned 
above tells us that d"= (dvO') '  =0"  automatically. Thus we no Ionge! need to 
explicitly require that d ~' :  O" to get d ~ '= 0 ~'. 
Of course, one can now get corollaries analogous to Theorem 3.1 and Corol- 
laries 3.2-3.4 for these structures with this single parameter, 
Theorem 5.6 also gives us some information on the complexity of tile degrees 
below any x>0 ' .  The usual quantifier counting argument shows that there is a 
presentation of the degrees below x, @,r(~X), of degree x ~.  The quesqon 
naturally is whether every presentation must be of degree ~:~'x'". Results on initial 
segments can give a lower bound, Thus for example the usual embedding 
theorems show that any laltice with a presentation reeursive in if:*' can be 
e,nbedded as an initial segment below 0~3L As Richter [29] gives lattices whose 
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presentations must be at least of degree d for any d we know that there are initial 
segments below 0 c'~ of degree at least 0 ~2~. Of course this means that any 
presentation of ~-~(,z0 ~>) must be at least of degree 0 ~.  This leaves a gap of two 
jumps. We can reduce this to a single jump by using Theorem 5.6. 
One can describe a recm'sively presented lattice in which there are elements a,, 
which can be picked out recursively in any presentation of the lattice. This is done 
in Richter [29]. One can also easily guarantee that the a,, form an independent 
set. Let L# be such a lattice. It is isomorphic to the initial segment of degrees 
below some d<0"  by Laehlan and Lebeuf [19]. Indeed we may choose d such 
that d"= 0" (see Richter [29]), and such that there is an f recursive in 0" with 
{/"(n~} '~=d,, the degree corresponding to the element a,, of 59... By Theorem 5.6 
there are x and y recursivc in O" such that d,, --~x and d,, ~y  ill" 17 < 9P 4'. Thus given 
any presentation of D(~O") one starts with the elements represemed d, x and y. 
Then rceursively in tile presentation one can find for each n the clement 
representing d,,. One then asks if it is below the representatives of x and y. This 
procedure computes 0'4~ from the presentation of ca)(<~0"). 
Thus the situation now is that every tipper semi-lattice with a presentation of 
degree v<--0 ~> can be embedded as an initial segment in ~{,~:-00) by Lachlan and 
Lebeuf [18]. By tile above argument at least st~me with presentations only of 
degrees above 0 ~*' can also be embedded. Of course only ones with presentations 
recursive in O 's' have any chance of being embed0ed. The situation is similar for 
~-~(~x) for an 5 x>0" .  Exactly how to close these grps (particularly for 9(-~-0')} is a 
tantalizing but apparently difficult open problem. 
6, Other reducibility orderings 
In this section we will see ]low to get many of our results for xarhms 
reducibilities liner titan Turing reducibility. Of course the main tl~eorcm of section 
1 characterizing the theories of (~, ~,)  for jump ideals %'_-s~ has aheadv been 
established for these reducibilities (one-one. many-one, truth-table and weak 
truthqable). The general pattern of generalization is that if a proof for "l-de~rce 
does not use some form of tile Fricdberg completeness theorem then some 
~c,'sion or others of the result holds for all these reducibilities. Thus parts of 
Section 2 and all of Section 3 can be so generalized. Section 4 on tire other hand 
(and some results of Section 2) depend essentially on some completeness 
theorems. We have no analogs for these results for any of the other rcducibilitics. 
We will begin with the delinability results of Section 2. The lirst concern is 
deciding where a degree d coding a standard model of arithmetic lies i.c. the 
analog of kemma 2.1. "lhis. however, is merely an ordinary compullt ional 
problem which will determine the natural parameter for the definability results. 
For if there is such a d recursive in 0"  then it is r-reducable to 0"  ~' for an3 of 
our reducibilities r. Similarly analoos for l.enlmas 1.2 and 1.5(a) are not serious 
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problems. The real worry is with Lemma 1.5(bl. The problem here is that the 
proofs of Spector's theorem and its variations only provide elements x and y 
which code the set v that are Turing reducible to the given W. Of course this 
means that they are r-reducible to W' and so if we allow the jump operator tl':crc 
would be no problem here either. This is the route we will lake for many-one and 
one-one reducibilities (although quite a bit less would sut~cek For tt and w,t 
reducibilities, however, we can prove the required analog of Lemma 1.5(b) and so 
get essentially the same results as for Turing reducibility. 
We will now run through the required lemmas. We will use ~<, to stand for tt or 
wtt. 
Lemma 6.1 There is a d<,O ~ (indeed with d"<,l)"~q which codes a standard 
model of arithmetic with an associated function f~-r0" ¢and so ~,0~) .  
Proof. As was noted in Nerode and Shore [24. Lemma 3.7] one can arrange for 
the initial segment of T-degrees coding a standard model of arithmetic to be 
simultaneously an initial segment of t-degrees. As d*~it0", d'.:-~0 TM (indeed as 
d"<T0",  d"<,0~3~). Moreover the reduction procedures given by {f(nt} 'r arc 
automatically total by the argument given there. 
Lemma 6.2 If the pair x. y codes the se: W for d, then 
W %[f  v(xv yvd)'3T. 
ProoL This is just Lcmma 1.5ta). 
Lemma 6.3. if (fvd')" ~ W amt V<~, W. then there arc' x,,. x~ <~, W which code V 
for d. 
Proof. Of course this is the analog of Lemma 1.5(b). We give the slightly more 
general analog of Spector's theorem which gives the result. 
Lemma 6.4. Let D,, be a sequence representative of t-de,..,rees d,, and h't (., = 
V,~,,D~. Suppose that (V C~,)~,W and that V '~,W. Then 3X, .  X~ <~ W with 
[deg~ (Z) t Z <~,Xo & Z ~,XI} equal to the ideal generated by {d. i~z E V}. 
Proof. We will build two partial cilaracteristic functions Z,  and ZI whose 
domains are finite in each column (i.e. dora (Z.) N {(s, x) I x ~ n} is finite for each s) 
and t-reducible to W as are their graphs. We proceed by stages, 
Stage s = (sly, st) we will determine finitely many values of Z, in columns >s h~ 
2 ~ substages. We begin with Z~ ~ the function determhled lcfore this stage, We 
ask ill turn for each binary string c 6 ( /<2 ~) of length s ~f 3z  3Z:~Z~ "~ with 
ez~'(z) 7~ q~Z,(z) (for {q~,,} a listing of all T-reducibilitiest such that (z~) ........ = D*~, .... 
for n~s  where they are lefined except perhaps for elements already in the 
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domains of Z~'  • (D',~'"' denotes  D,, if ~r(n} = 1 and 0 if or(n) = O. Z','"' denotes the 
ath column of Z~={y i (n ,  y)¢ Z ' J . t  If so choose such Z~ and set them equal to 
Z~"" ~. Otherwise sel Z;"" 1 = Z~ '. of course Z~ ~'' 1 = Z~' " " and Z, = U ..... Z~" o. 
Now it is clear that dora Z, "~l V C~, and so donl Z, ':~,~/" ('~,}'~&, ~ '  and simi- 
larly for lhe graphs of 7..,. Wc can now define the characlcristic functions for X, : 
I if (n. y )edom 7_, and Z,(n. y )= 1 
or (n. y )~dom Z, and n ~ V 
X,((n. y)) = and y e D,,. 
0 otherwise: 
clearly X,--:<-. W. Suppose thai A~X,  via l-reducibil it ies s, and s~ respectively 
mX - -  fi.e. g,. happen to be t-redueibil it ies and ~, . -A ) .  Consider substage j of stage 
s=(s~,.s~) where c r , (n i=V0~t  for n~s .  No extensions of Z~ i giving different 
answer.~ for ~g,,(z)'e otfld have been found as wc are assuming that ~,..=x .A for 
each i. Thus wc can compute A from either of tile finite functions Z~" and the 
sets D;', .... for n~s .  Thus A~,V  {/9,,  n~V& n-~;s} and so is in the required 
ideal. 
\Ve car~ now mimic proofs from Section 2 to give results about definabiluv in 
the t -deglees from tile parameter  0'~' or a predicate ,~/for arithmetic. 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose the class ?J3 ~_ ~.~'~ which is closed downward and under jump 
is contaim: ,' in the jump ideal ~. ;;,9 is definable in (~:. %.  0 ~'~) (If J) is deJinable in 
Proof.  Replace ~ by % and 0'=' by 0 ~' in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Use the 
above lemmas to replace the corresponding ones of Section 1. [:or Lcmma 1.2 
note that as . t~0 '7~, .f--:,O ~'~ and adjust the number  of jumps accordingly. 
Similarly we can pro~e the following: 
Theorem 6,6. Suppose ~l ~ ~,~ c,z_ ~ are jump ideals in ~t. f'B is definable in % from 
(a predicaw ]'ort ,qt iJ]" ~J~* is de]inable from (a predicate j or~ ,~* in ~, .  
Corollary 6.'/. l lw  relations a is J~, in b (n ~0) are definable in (~,. %) from a 
predk'ate ,~ for arithmetic and so also in (~,, <~, 0'~>. 
If wc now consider many-one  and one-one  reducibit it ies which we ambiguously 
denote %~, we see that m:w problems turn up. Tile main one is that we have no 
analog foc Lemma,~ 1,5(b} or 6.4, One way to get around this is to allow the jump 
operator  in our  language, (Other  apparent ly weaker  expansions also suffice, e.g. a 
predicate for being tile jump of some degree, but this is the nearest and most 
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natural approach.) Another minor problem is lhaI the one-one degrees do not 
form an upper semi-lattice (by Young [39]x As -sual we work above lhe 
delinable degree 0 of the inlinile coinfinite recurs|re sets, (See Lachlan [ 16] and 
Nerode and Shore [27]) We could introduce Lad~lans operation @ on the 
one-one degrees (given by disjoint union on set representatives) but this is l~ |  
necessary. Other circumlocations for "v ' "  can he found when needed. In particu- 
lar "ideal" is now intended in the sense of directed sets i.e if x, y=~ l, then there is 
a z~l  with x ,y~<z.  
Theorem 6.8. Suppose a ~ ~.  which is closed downward and .rider .il,oIl, i,~ 
contained in the iulnp ideal ~. ~ is dt~finable in (~6, ~.,  "} i.~ ~ is definable i .  .~,. 
Proof. Let n be ~-uch that there is a d<,,0 '" '  coding a standard model of 
arithmetic (Lemma 1.6). Following the proof of "l'hcorcm 2.2 xvc revise the 
definition of ¢C+(y): 
(Vx,,, x~, x=, .~, <.0'" ' ) [ , / , -~ (Vw~, w, < ,  y ....... t ,;'], 
If y~ ?,J3 we let a, b, c and y be degrees --.O satldXlng #~. If w~, w, <y~ ...... , then 
again by l_.emmas 1.5(a) and 1.2 they code a set W~y ....... and so W<.  } ..... '"'. 
By the closure assumptions on ~,  N,. ~¢(W)  and so (~.. <~,, '}~9~;(yL 
For the other direction suppose thai {'~,. %.  ')~ ¢~(y). Again assume a. b. ¢ and 
d arc %,0'" '  and satisfy & By Lemma 1.5{bl a sel }'.~y is coded in d by a pair w~. 
w- with representatives Turing reducible to y ' "s '  Thus ~,,~. w?~.y ' "  ~" and so 
(~, %,)~ 9'(w~, we) and N~ ~ ¢( Y~ as required. 
Similarly wc can prove the following: 
Theorem 6.9. Suppose ~4c_ j~ ~'~' are lump ideals ill ~,.  Ttwn ~ is de tblabh' iu 
(f~. %.  ') from a predicate for ,~ i.0" ~* is definable from a predicaa' for ,q* in h.;, . 
Proof. Like that of qheorem 2.3 except that we musl alter ¢ ' (y}  a bit: 
¢"(y)~ IV:1 ~: ..qilVx,,. xl. x:. x~<.z~} 
[#~--~tVz: c .'~/)(-=]w,,)( y. Z: "4 w.) & ~,VWl. w: <-w~,} 9']. 
When o11,2 slal'lS ~ith y ~ 5'} choose w. =y(~z._. "lhe set iV coded by ~.,~ and w. is 
then recursivc in d'~'v (w~ vd)"~L As ~ is a jump ideal containing .,.~ there is an 
xc.~) with y. z:<::.x. 1hen w, .<.x 'c~.  Similarly d'~'v(w~,vd~"~',~ and so 
W~*.  
In the other direction we can set =~ =0'" '  and z ,= I .W " and argyle as in 
l-heorcm 6.8. 
Corol lary 6.10. The iela~ions a is A~ lit b (tl >0} are definabh, i~l (~o, -<~,, ') from a 
predicate ,~ I~r aridlmetic. 
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"[he other proofs of Seclion 2 depend on versions of the completeness theorem 
which we do not ha~e a~ ailalqc for ": , or -i,,. Wc do llot km)w if lhe results can be 
established I~v other methods,  We can. however,  oct results like those of Section 3 
for these leducibilities. 
Theorem 6.11. I] b"~'N,O '7'. the;i 9'~-~(~b).  
Proot .  The sentence required is the following: l.et ¢ be the least element with 
respect to -:-:~. There is a standard model of arithmetic oded by a degree d with 
d"  <:,¢'~' and a pair of e lements below c' ~ which code a set not t-reducible to 0 '"  
in this nlod?l. 
On the erie hantl by l .emma 6. I ( ldativizcd) there is a d ,>c  with d"<~c '~' 
coding a sl~mdard model of ,trithmciic with the associalcd f~<~c", qhus ( fv  
d')  '::; 1 ¢" allt l  so ( f \ ,  d ' ) '  - :~(  ~'. I .c lnma ,).3 then lolls tis that tl~cre is a pair t -be low 
(<'  codin,g a set of t-dc~ree. ¢' ~ for d. 'l.-hus if b"~'~., 0 '~' the ~-°iven sentence is true 
in 3~( :~b}, 
On the other h:md anx set codott by a pair t-reducible to 0'<" in a standard 
model ¢odccl b) a d :.is described must be l-reducible It3 [ fv0 '~ J  '. As f<td  ~<', 
f< iO ' " '  and so all\' such sol is < ,0 ' "  and the given sentence fails irl 9f. 
One can pro \e  a similar restLlt for tke ~,, orderings as well. Again the main 
difference is that one does not have the analog for Lcmma 6.3 and so instead of 
the pair coding the required set r~eit~g 0-reducible to 0'"'  we must take them to be 
below f r "  ~ tas there are ones <: r0'"' l .  (Here n is the integer from the proof of 
lheorem (~.S.) Wc leave the exact computatim~s for the theorem as an exercise. 
Theorem 6.12. If 7f,~c,7,(",b), , I,~,it b is m illltlletic. 
Of course the various corollaries from Section 3 as wall as Iheorem 3.5 (with 
the appropriate modifications in the number of jumpst can now be vcriiied for all 
of ot ir  o ther  roducibi l i t ies as well .  
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